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beams are required in its erection and the only timber employed is for the seat, which is smaller 
than the ordinary bucket seat and more economical in material. 

_ A steel cask is split down the middle lengthwise with a hammer and cold chisel, except 
at one side, i.e. two ends and one side are cut so as to leave two halt" casks attached along 
one side. The two halves are then bent backwards along the line of attachment so as to 
produce two domes when laid face downwards. A hole having the same diameter as the end 
of a 5-gallon drum is t.hen cut in the centre of each dome. The two ends are removed from 
a 5-gallon drum and a skirting is .cut away incompletely from one end so as to leave four lugs 
by which it can be fixed with nuts and bolts to the top of the dome directly over the hole. 
Anotlier drum is similarly fitted on the other dome. Flyproofing of the ,joint between the 
cask and the drum, if not already complete, can be perfected by tapping the edges into 
apposition with a hammer. 

Two small wooden seats with self-closing lids-preferably the rubber hinged type-are 
now fitted to the two 5-gallon drums and the unit is ready to be placed over the deep trench. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diagram showing three two-seater units in position over one trench. 

The under surface of the seat itself is constructed so that it fits tightly on the top of the drum 
and cannot be easily knocked off. 

Two-seater units such as this can be laid side by side across a deep trench to form a homo
geneous cover. In fitting these over the trench sufficient turf should be removed from the 
edges of the pit to sink the steel domes to ground level. The bases of the 5-gallon drums are 
now at ground level and when the nitches between the domes are filled up with soil a level 
surface is obtained and complete flyproofing ensured. 

The width of the trench required is several inches less than the length of the steel cask 
as the units are laid lengthways across the trench and a few inches must be left at either end 
for support. . 

This provides a good, strong superstructure of very light weight made in units which can 
be easily handled and accurately pieced together whenever cl new trench is required. It can 
also be more easily and perhaps more completely flyproofed than any other type. The lids 
are less likely to be broken off than those of the squatters as they must be opened by hand and 
not by foot. , I 

It may be said that these latrines have been installed at a number of camps and found to 
.. be entirely satisfactory and that they served the purpose for which they were invented by 
getting over the shortage of timber. 

SELF-CLOSING LATRINE SEATS. 

By STAFF-SERJEANT C. D. COX, 
Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THE construction of a fool-proof self-closing latrine lid is a constant source of difficulty. 
A block placed immediately behind the hinged· edge of the seat was commonly used in the 
last war but proved a failure in that it supplied an excellent fulcrum from which to prise off 
the hinges. . 

Rubber, hinges were a success in that they allowed the seat to be pushed back beyond 
the right angle without harm.· .. . 
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Section A. 
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Section C. 
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The' following simple device, made from readily available materials, has proved very 
successful and possesses the same advantages as the rubber hinge . 

. Materials required:-
(A) Circular wooden dowel (or peg) 3 inches long, finch diameter. 
(B) A length of wood (hard wood, if possible) 8 by It inches wide, tapering from i to 1 inch 

(to act as a spring). . 
(C) Two wooden blocks 4 inches long, It by I inch for pivot socket. 
(D) A length of wire !- inch diameter to be 2 inches longer than the width of the lid-to 

act as a pivot. 
. (E) If not already attach,ed, a piece of wood 2 inches by 1 inch, the width of the seat, is 

required.. . 
Construction.-Primarily the original hinges are removed from the lid. The ,backing 

(piece of 2 by I inch) is then nailed or screwed flush with the back edge of the lid, a groove is 
.cut into this edge and the wire fixed in. position by means of a strip of sheet metal (e.g. petrol 
tin). See (D) and (E) above and fig, 5 in the drawing. ' 

A hole is bored in the side of the tw,o 4 inch wooden blocks (see (C) above) to accommodate 
the ends of the wire. These holes are finally fixed in position allowing free movement of the 
lid (see plan). " . 

The lid is now in position-a hole 1 inch in diameter is bored in the seat 1 t inches from 
the back edge of the lid and into this hole the dowel (or peg) is inserted. A metal pin (e.g . 
. a nail) is passed through the dowel toprevent movement. The spring (see (B) above and 
figs. 4 and 4A) is screwed in position on the underside of the seat so that the dowel (or peg) 

. rests on the tapered end. 
Action.-On the lid being raised the backing exerts pressure on the dowd, thus forcing 

the spring downwards. On release the spring automatica Iy returns to its normal position ~ 
in doing so, it pushes the dowel upwards and thus closes the lid. 

The advantages of the device are as follows :
(1) Ma~ be fitted to any type of latrine seat. 
(2) Easily improvised in the field where hinges are not always obtainable, 
(3) No stop rail, rubber hinges or iron hinge required. 
(4) The lid can be fully opened'to lOO<J or more. This i!l a. decided advantage OVer th~ 

stop rail which i.t is possible to open only to 85,0. 

REPORT ON 2,500' CASES SEEN IN mE EVE DEp'A:R'tM~r 
OF A GENERAL HOSPITAl,. 

By <CAP'!AIN H. Ji. STERN" 
Royal; Anny' Me'dilra~ Corps; .. 

. . 

THIS report covers the period fu-om the' end' of February'M the end of Augusf" 11~, f'w6) 
campaigns took place during: this, time: 1lhe advance from the Mareth I.inefu tUnisi~: and' 
the Sicilian Campaign. They determined the character ot the w(!)rk done' in these six months.· 
;: The Eye Department was opened in Tripoli. four weeks· after its oe-cupation;: previoUsly 
ophthalmic work was done by a Mobile Ophthalmic Unit. The largest proportion of! cases' 
were those attending,forrefractions-broken wlostspectacles had to be replaeed or repaired 
or eyes had to be tested,. especiall...y after the Tunisian Campaign when the 8th, Artny' returned 
to Tripoli and refitted. But out of 1 ,616' sUl!:h cases'only 642requwed~replacemen1J.of.glasses" 
a change of their spectacles or new issue of spectacles; It! is a common' opinion among:soldiersi 
that the sun or the sand in the Middle East doeshartnto their-eyes.. lin'tfie grearernuhJbef"of. 
soldiers who do not need glasses, there is always a certain percentage~fortunately small",--
who are not at all satisfied when they'. are. told.tili.at: their.- eyes; ar~normlil· 1!ney' Wctrtf eye: 
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